Franklin University M.S. in Instructional Design Course Sequence Calendar 2023-2025

### Fall Term 2023
- **IDPT 660**: Advanced Instructional Design and Learning Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 670**: Capstone (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 645**: Learning Management Systems (U1WW)
- **IDPT 650**: Evaluation (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 601**: Principles of Learning Theory (R1WW)
- **IDPT 620**: Principles of Human Performance Technology (Q1WW)

### Spring Term 2024
- **IDPT 660**: Advanced Instructional Design and Learning Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 715**: Project and Relationship Management (R1WW)
- **IDPT 640**: Enhancing Learning with Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 601**: Principles of Learning Theory (R1WW)
- **IDPT 620**: Principles of Human Performance Technology (Q1WW)

### Summer Term 2024
- **IDPT 670**: Capstone (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 645**: Learning Management Systems (U1WW)
- **IDPT 660**: Advanced Instructional Design and Learning Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 670**: Capstone (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 601**: Principles of Learning Theory (R1WW)

### Fall Term 2024
- **IDPT 660**: Advanced Instructional Design and Learning Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 670**: Capstone (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 645**: Learning Management Systems (U1WW)
- **IDPT 650**: Evaluation (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 601**: Principles of Learning Theory (R1WW)
- **IDPT 620**: Principles of Human Performance Technology (Q1WW)

### Spring Term 2025
- **IDPT 660**: Advanced Instructional Design and Learning Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 715**: Project and Relationship Management (R1WW)
- **IDPT 640**: Enhancing Learning with Technology (U1WW)
- **IDPT 601**: Principles of Learning Theory (R1WW)
- **IDPT 620**: Principles of Human Performance Technology (Q1WW)

### Summer Term 2025
- **IDPT 670**: Capstone (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 645**: Learning Management Systems (U1WW)
- **IDPT 670**: Capstone (Q1WW)
- **IDPT 601**: Principles of Learning Theory (R1WW)